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ABSTRACT
This paper first presents an adaptive user preference model for
personalized service delivery systems. In this model, user
preference is modeled by a two-layer tree with dynamic
changeable structures. The top layer of the tree is used for
modeling user’s long term service preference. Each node
represents user’s long term evolving commitment to certain
categories of service. The lower layer of the tree is used for
modeling user spontaneous service requirement which depends on
context of use. Each node relates one context of use to one or
more desired service requirements. The tree is dynamically
constructed by the formal relation definitions among nodes. The
advantage of this structure is three folds: (1) it can not only model
the user’s long term but also spontaneous preference items. More
over, the relations between all preference items are formally
defined; (2) if the number of preference items is many, it is more
efficient and easier to find the right preference items; (3) if the
user desired service has been removed, the system can utilize the
personalized hierarchy service structure of the preference tree to
calculate and recommend similar services. After the introduction
of the user preference modeling, an algorithm of how to build it is
presented. Finally, we customized the user preference for
personalized in-flight entertainment recommendation to validate
its features.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems – Human
factors, Human information processing.

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Human Factors, Languages, Verification.

Keywords
User preference, context-awareness, in-flight entertainment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
User preference was suggested as an improvement for a variety of
applications. Current trends are the integration of user preference
in the delivery of personalized services for an aware environment
[1] [2]. According to the previous investigation [3] [4], user
preference involves not only user’s evolving long-term
commitment to certain categories of service, but also user’s
instantaneous service requirements which depend on context of
use. The user’s instantaneous service requirements subordinate to
the user’s long-term service preference.
Currently, user preference modeling approaches for personalized
service delivery systems could fall into two categories: (1)
hierarchical tree modeling approach where the user preference is
modeled by dimensions (e.g., sports, reading), each dimension
can be further refined with sub dimensions [5]; (2) rule-based
language modeling approach where the delivery of services
relates to the context of use with if-then logic [1] [6]. The
advantage of the hierarchical tree approach is that it is well
organized and easier to find user desired preference items.
Moreover, if the user desired service has been removed, it is
easier to recommend a similar service according to the
personalized service category structure of the tree; the
disadvantage aspect is that it can only express user’s long-term
static preference. The advantage of the rule-based language
approach is that it is based on a clear formalism and can be used
to express some of the user’s dynamic characteristics such as
context-aware user preferences. The disadvantage side is that its
expressive power is limited and not able to model the
relationships among rules. So, if the number of user preference
items is many, organizing, updating, pinpointing, etc. the
preference items are not easy.
In this paper, we first present an adaptive user preference model
which is represented by a two-layer tree with dynamic changeable
structures. The top layer of the tree is used for modeling user’s
hierarchical static service preference. Each node represents user’s
long term commitment to certain categories of service. The lower
layer of the tree is used for modeling user’s dynamic service
preference which depends on context of use. Each node relates
one context of use to one or more desired service requirements.
The tree is dynamically constructed by the formal relation
definitions among nodes. It combines the current hierarchical tree
and rule-based language user preference modeling approaches’
advantages while overcomes their shortcomings; after that, an
algorithm of how to build a user preference model is given;
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finally, we customized the user preference for personalized inflight entertainment recommendation to showcase and validate its
features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works and
their limitations are discussed in Section 2. Our approach for
adaptive user preference modeling and an algorithm of how to
build it are presented in Section 3. In section 4, we first introduce
the architecture of a new adaptive in-flight entertainment system.
Then, an algorithm of user preference based music
recommendation is presented to clarify and validate features of
our user preference modeling approach. Conclusions and future
works are presented in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS
User preference has been an essential component of personalized
service delivery systems for a long time such as personalized
entertainment [7], query enhancement [8] [9], digital libraries [10]
and the personalization of websites [5]. Current trends are the
integration of user preference in the delivery of personalized
services for an aware environment [1] [2] [6] [11]. These systems
model user’s preference with either the hierarchical tree modeling
approach [5] [7] [9] or the rule-based language modeling
approach [1] [2] [6].
Hierarchical tree user preference modeling approach presented in
[5] [7] [9] can model user’s long-term static service preference
without considering user’s spontaneous service preference which
depends on context of use. The user preference models in these
applications are hierarchically organized based on the service
ontology of the systems [5] [9] or domain ontology [7] [12]. Due
to the hierarchical tree user preference modeling approach can’t
model user’s spontaneous service preference, its express power is
not enough to be used to deliver personalized services for an
aware environment.
The rule-based user preference modeling approaches introduced
in [1] [2] [6] [11] relate the context of use to user’s desired
services. The user preference models in these applications are
modeled with unrelated preference items with if-then logic.
However, due to these models can’t express the relationships
among rules, so it is not easy to organize and manage the
unrelated preference items. If the number of preference items is
many, it will cost more system performances to find the right
preference items than hierarchical tree user preference models.
Moreover, because these rule-based user preference models are
based on the common service structure of the system and does not
consider building personalized service structure which relates to
the user’s personalized decision tree [3] [4], so, if the user desired
service has been removed, it is difficult for the system to
recommend alternative services to the user without interruption.
Although user preference model in [10] claims that it can express
both long-term and short-term service preference of the user, we
found that it just used the before mentioned hierarchical tree
approach to model user’s long-term service preference and rulebased approach to model user’s short-term service preference over
a period of time separately. Because of this reason, we do not
treat the modeling approach in [10] as a new user preference
modeling approach.

3. USER PREFERENCE
In this section, we first present an adaptive user preference model.
Then, an algorithm of how to build a user preference model is
introduced.

3.1 Describing User Preference
In order to model user long-term static and spontaneous dynamic
preference items and the relations between them, we first need to
give some formal definitions as follows.
A service is described by a set of attribute ( a ) /

Definition 1:

value (v) pairs. It can be expressed formally by an ordered vector

Em = ( ( am1 , vm1 ) , ( am 2 , vm 2 ) ,...... ( amn , vmn ) )

( amn , vmn ) is the
simplicity

n

th

where

attribute/value pair. In this paper, for

reasons,

sometimes

Em = ( vm1 , vm 2 ,......vmn )

since

Definition 2: Context of use

Sn

Em

we

represent

is an ordered vector.

is defined as a categorization of

the actual situation under which the service is delivered by the
system.
It is expressed formally as an ordered vector

(

S m = vm1 , vm 2 ,......v mn

) where v

mn

is

nth

category of the

actual situation under which the service is delivered by the system.
Definition 3: User static service preference item
as an attribute/value vector

( an , vn )

Tn

is defined

where the attribute is

an and the value is vn .
For a piece of user static service preference item

Definition 4:

Tm = ( am , vm )

, if

vm = {vm1 , vm 2 ,......vmn } , it could then

be further refined into sub static service preference items. If it
does, we defined the relation between the preference item

( am , vm ) and
refinement
view

(a

p

or

, vmn )

(a

its possible sub preference item

R(( am , vm ) , ( a p , vmn ))
composition

from

p

, vmn ) as

( am , vm ) point of

C (( am , vm ) , ( a p , vmn ))

from

point of view.

Definition 5: User dynamic preference item

Pm

is defined as

( sm , wm * em ) where sm is the context of use and wm * em
is defined as ( wm1 * vm1 , wm 2 * vm 2 ,......wmn * vmn ) , wm
is the traditional VSM (Vector space model) to describe the
n

attributes with different weighting schemes where

∑w

mi

= 1.

i =1

Definition 6: For two pieces of user dynamic preference items

Pm = ( sm , wm * em ) and Pn = ( sn , wn * en )

and em

⊇ en ,

, if

sm ⊇ sn

we define the relation between these two user
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( sm , wm * em )
R ( Pm , Pn )

. Formally, we represent the relations as
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folk, etc. In figure 2, we assume that Jazz is described by two
attributes tempo and author. The user’s preference item (nervous,
(tempo, 60)) subordinates to his jazz music preference and could
also be further refined into sub preference items. In figure 2, one
of its sub preference items is ((working, nervous), ((tempo, 60),
(author, John)) where (working, nervous) is one context of use.

or C ( Pn , Pm ) .

Definition 7: For a piece of user dynamic preference
item Pm
item Tn

= ( sm , wm * em )

and a piece of user static preference

= ( an , vn ) , if vn ⊇ em , we define the relation between

them as preference item Pm subordinates preference item Tn . We
represent the relation formally as O (Tn , Pm ) .
Based on the above definitions, figure 1 depicts our user
preference’s Meta model. A user preference for personalized
service delivery system is composed by the user’s long-term static
commitment to certain kinds of service and spontaneous service
requirements which depends on context of use. User static
preference is composed by a set of preference items. Each
preference item is represented as an attribute/value pair
(e.g. (entertainmentType, music ) ) and it could be further
refined (e.g. ( genre, jazz) ) into sub preference items from
top-down point of view or be composed by sub preference items
from down-top point of view. Each user’s dynamic preference
item relates one context of use to his/her desired service
requirement. It could also be further refined to sub preference
items or be composed by sub preference items. Some of the
user’s dynamic preference items subordinate the user’s static
preference items as we defined in definition 7.
User Preference

1

1

1
1
User static preference

User dynamic preference

Figure 2. A user preference instance model

3.2 Building User Preference Tree
We represent P as the set of a user’s dynamic preference items
as the set of his/her static preference items. For a
and T
specific personalized service delivery system, the relations among
user static preference items depend on the service definition of the
system. In this sub section, we assume that relations among user
static preference items have been built. The following algorithm
is used to build a user preference tree. In figure 3, based on the
definitions in sub section 3.1, the formal refinement/composition
relations among all the dynamic preference items are built from
line 1 to line 4. After that, from line 5 to line 15, the subordinate
relations between dynamic preference items and static preference
items are set up.
____________________________________________________

1
0..n
User dynamic
preference item

1

+subordinate

Function User_preference_tree_buildup

0..n
User static preference
item

0..n

Input: User static preference set T, User dynamic preference set
P.
0..n

1

1

Output: User preference tree
1.

Build the refinement or composition

2.

for j = 1, j ≤ p, j + +; relations among preference items

3.

if ( Si ⊇ S j

Figure 1. User preference Meta model
A detailed user preference model is illustrated in figure 2. This
model consists of two layers, one layer is used to model user’s
long-term entertainment service preference, and the other is used
to model user’s spontaneous entertainment preference which
depends on context of use. In the user static entertainment
preference layer, the entertainment could be further refined into
music, game, etc. And music could be further refined into jazz,

for i = 1, i ≤ p, i + +;

4.
5.
6.
7.

and

Vi ⊇ V j );

R ( Pi , Pj );
for i = 1, i ≤ p, i + +; Build the subordinate relations
{Boolean

r = true ;

between dynamic and static

for j = 1, j ≤ p, j + +;

preference items
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{ if

8.

r = false ;

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

}

r == true ;
for k = 1, k ≤ t , k + +;

if

if

Vk ⊇ E j ;

Tk =(Ak ,Vk )

O(Tk , Pj );

14.
15.

select personalized music according to the passenger’s preference
information and play the music to the passenger to reduce his/
her negative stress.

C ( Pi , Pj );

}

____________________________________________________
Figure 3. User preference tree build-up process

4. APPLICATION TO IN-FLIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
In this section, we first introduce the architecture of a new
adaptive in-flight entertainment system. Then, an algorithm of
user preference based music recommendation is presented. By
this algorithm, two of advantages of our user preference modeling:
(1) if the number of preference items is many, it is more efficient
and easier to find the right preference items; (2) if the user desired
service has been removed, the system can utilize the user
preference’s personalized hierarchy structure to calculate and
recommend similar services, will be validated.

4.1 Architecture of an Adaptive In-flight
Entertainment System
Figure 4 presents the main components that make up an adaptive
in-flight entertainment system [13]. In the figure, the
entertainment service manager is responsible for the in-flight
entertainment service (such as music, image and game)
registration, categorization, un-registration, etc service
management functions. The user context manager collects and
models signals from the sensors and updates the context
information in the database. The user profile manager models, and
updates the user profile information. The user preference learning
manger is responsible for user preference tracking and learning. It
forwards its result to the user profile manager for updating. The
adaptive inference unit is the core component of the whole
architecture. It is used to mediate between entertainment services,
user context and user profile information according to a set of
algorithms to: (1) provide the passenger preferred entertainment
intelligently; (2) present personalized entertainment service
contents according to the passenger’s demographic information
and context information such as psychological states if the
passenger wants to select entertainment services himself/herself.
The passenger interacts with the adaptive in-flight entertainment
interface to select his/her preferred entertainment services. The
coordination mechanism between the above introduced
components is based on Event-Control-Action. For example, once
the passenger was in negative stress psychologically and he/ she
was not sleeping, chattering with others, working or entertaining,
the adaptive inference unit will get the “calming” music list,

Figure 4. The architecture of an adaptive in-flight
entertainment system

4.2 Music Selection Algorithm Based on User
Preference
The adaptive in-flight entertainment system recommends
personalized music to the passenger according to the context of
use, user preference and the available music collection. In this sub
section, we will introduce two main process clips of a music
recommendation algorithm. The first one is the process of
searching appropriate user music preference items on the user
preference tree according to the current context of use. The
second one depicts the process of recommending similar music if
the user preferred pieces of music under one context of use have
been moved.
Figure 5 depicts a recursive process of searching for appropriate
preference items over the user’s preference tree according to the
current context of use. We assume T as the stack containing the
all the dynamic preference items which subordinate to the static
preference items; R ( p ) is the function of judging whether
preference item p is composed by sub preference items;
Sub_preference_items is the function that can get all p ’s sub
preference items and push them into a stack. The function of
figure 5 returns a stack containing all the searched preference
items under context of use

Sm

over preference tree

P

____________________________________________________
Function SFPI (Searching for preference items)
Input: User preference item P, Context of use S m , Stack T.
Output: Stack

O

containing searched preference items.

1. Begin of function SFPI
2.
3.

p = T.size ;

for i = 1, i ≤ p, i + +; Check each node and its sub
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5.
6.
7.
8.

P = T. pop () ;
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i

nodes in the stack

S (em , en ) = ∑ wi * S (vmi , vni )

if ( S ⊇ Sm ) ;

where

i =1

wi

is the

i

if ( S = Sm ) ;

ai

weight of attribute

in music selection with

∑ w = 1 [3].
i

i =1

O. push ( P ) ;
else if R( P) ; if P

Figure 6 depicts a recursive process of searching for user desired
music according to preference items. We assume M is the
available music collection of the in-flight entertainment system
and Cmp _ music _ col ( p, M ) is the function of

is composed by sub

= sub _ preference _ items ( P ) ;

9.

{T

10.

Call Function SFPI; } preference items

computing the sub collection of

p . Vt

M

that may relate to preference

in figure 6 is the personalized thresh hold value of

11. End of function SFPI

item

____________________________________________________

the user’s acceptance of the similarity difference between his/her
desired music and others. This value is learned and set by the user
preference learning manger component in the in-flight
entertainment system. Function Cmp _ ft _ nd ( p ) in line 9
of figure 6 is used to find the preference item with which p has
composition or subordination relation.

Figure 5. Searching for appropriate preference items
After the appropriate preference items have been found, the next
step is to search the required music from the music collection.
However, like most of the personalized service delivery system,
the in-flight music collection is dynamic. The reason is that
different flights have different music collections. Even for the
same flight, the airline may update their music collections
periodically. So it is quite possible that the system can’t find the
exact pieces of music required by user preference items. Under
this circumstance, in order to increase the robustness the system
should be able to recommend similar pieces of music to the user.
To do that a similarity measure between music options is
necessary. The following definitions give the similarity
measurement between two pieces of music.
Definition 8: The attribute/value similarity measure S ( v m , v n )

( a n , vn )

is defined as the similarity between attribute/value
and

( a n , vm ) .

Function: Music recommendation
Input: User preference item

the value does not match. Formally,

Output: List of desired music
2. M
3. n

For numeric attributes, the value of

1,vn = vm

vm − vn
rk

where

rk

is the total

defined as the similarity between music options

8.

;

= M .size () ;
E = M . get (i ) ;
if (comp _ Similarity ( E p , E ) ≤ Vt ) ;

L.add ( E ) ;
if LisEmpty ()

9.
10.
11.

}

;

p = Cmp _ ft _ nd ( p); Get the preference item with
if p ! = null ; which p has subordination or
Call Music_recommendation;

12. End of function Music_recommendation

value span of attribute an [3].
The music similarity measure

L.

= Cmp _ music _ col( p, M )

{

7.

value of the ratio between the absolute value difference and the
total span of the attribute value domain. More precisely,

S (vm , vn ) = 1 −

5.

0 ,vm ≠ vn

S (vm , vn ) is one minus the

.

for i = 1, i ≤ n, i + +; Get the desired music list

4.

6.

S (vm , vn ) = {

p , music collection list M

1. Begin of function Music_recommendation

For nominal, binary and categorical attributes,

S (vm , vn ) is either 1 if the attribute values are identical, or 0 if

Definition 9:

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

S (em , en )
em

and

is

en .

Combining the definition 8 and definitions in section 3, it is then
essentially a normalized weighted sum of the value similarity of
attributes. Formally,

Figure 6. Process of recommending music

4.3 Validation
In this sub section, two advantages of our user preference
modeling: (1) if the number of preference items is many, it is
more efficient and easier to find the right preference items; (2) if
the user desired service has been removed, the system can utilize
the user preference’s personalized hierarchy structure to calculate
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and recommend similar services, are going to be validated by
analyzing two main process clips presented in sub section 4.2.
Assuming a user has n pieces of preference items, if they are unorganized, the computing complexity of finding the exact
preference items under one context of use is O ( n) ; However,
using our user preference modeling approach, as we can see from
figure 5, the computing complexity is O (log( n)) . So, if the
number of preference items is many, the system performance
could be improved significantly by using our user preference
modeling approach.
According to [3] [4], user prefers or rejects a service according to
his/her own personalized decision tree which means different
attributes of the service have different priority sequence and
importance in selection process. In our method, the composition
relations between preference items embody the priority
sequences of the attributes and the weighing mechanism on
attributes embodies the importance of attributes in the user’s
selection process. So, when the exact music required by a
preference item has been removed, our system can roll back the
user’s selection process of the music to recommend possible
alternatives music as we described in figure 6. In this way, the
user requirement could be fulfilled and the system could be more
robust.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a new user preference modeling
approach for personalized service delivery system. In our model,
the user preference is modeled by a two-layer tree with dynamic
changeable structures. Compared with the traditional hierarchical
tree and rule-based user preference modeling approaches, it has
the following advantages: (1) it can not only model the user’s
long term static but also spontaneous preference items, more over
the relations between all the preference items are formally
defined; (2) if the number of preference items is many, it is more
efficient and easier to find the right preference items; (3) if the
user desired service has been removed, the system can utilize the
profile’s personalized hierarchy structure to calculate and
recommend user similar services. After the introduction of the
user preference modeling and an algorithm of how to build it, we
customized the user preference for personalized in-flight music
recommendation to showcase and validate our claimed
advantages.
In the future, we planned to do the real world tests to give more
quantity measurements to analysis and validate the advantages of
our user preference model.
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